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This paper considers the problem of scoring alternative technologies based on 
their performance on different benchmarks, normalizing the scores relative to 
those of a base technology, and then finding a merged or combined score based on 
the normalized or relative scores. Similar problems occur if we score alternative job 
candidates or students on the basis of different tests or criteria and seek to merge 
relative scores after normalization. They also occur when we obtain index numbers 
such as price indices. Here, we measure different items at different times, normalize 
relative to some base time, and merge the relative measures of the different items 
obtained at a fixed time. We attempt to identify merging methods which will 
guarantee that certain types of conclusions based on them will be invariant if 
the base technology Cjob candidate, student, or time) is changed. 1“ 1990 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In comparing the performance of alternative technologies such as new 
computer systems, we often measure the performance of each candidate 
technology on different benchmarks. We then normalize relative to the 
scores of one of the technologies and find some average or aggregate or 
merged overall score based on these normalized or relative scores. In a 
recent paper, Fleming and Wallace [9] point out that the widely used pro- 
cedure of taking arithmetic means of these relative scores can lead to inap- 
propriate statistics and wrong conclusions because it can depend on the 
choice of alternative used as the basis for the normalization. They argue 
that the geometric mean is the more appropriate averaging procedure to 
use. In this paper, we consider the general question of how to merge or 
average or aggregate relative performance scores into one overall score. 
The results have application not only to performance analysis of alternative 
technologies, but also to performance analysis of different students on a 
battery of tests and to performance analysis of different job candidates on 
a variety of criteria, to name just two other interpretations of the question. 
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At least technically, we are sometimes doing similar things when we 
measure a price index such as the consumer price index. Here, we measure 
prices of different products at different imes. Then we normalize relative to 
prices at some given time. The relative prices are merged or averaged or 
aggregated to give an overall price index. Technically, the times correspond 
to the alternatives in performance analysis, the different products to the 
different benchmarks, and the prices to the performance scores. In this 
paper, we ask how to merge the relative prices. 
The results in this paper fall into an expanding literature which is con- 
cerned with characterizing merging or averaging functions of various kinds 
whether or not the scores being merged are first normalized. Some closely 
related papers in this subject are Aczel [2], AczCl and Alsina [3], Acztl, 
Roberts, and Rosenbaum [S], Aczel and Roberts [4], Acztl and Saaty 
[6], Roberts and Rosenbaum [16], Lute [ll, 121, Osborne [14], and 
Kim [lo]. 
Formally, suppose A is a set of alternatives (times), andfi(a) is the score 
of a on the ith benchmark (price at time u of the ith product). We assume 
that fi(a) > 0. We normalize scores (prices) relative to those of an alter- 
native x (to those at time x). Thus we seek a function u so that 
[ ./-1(a) f,(a) - - ufib)’ ““Lb) 1 (1) 
merges the relative scores fi(a)/fi(x). The domain of u is some subset of 
rw:. For convenience, we assume u > 0. It will be useful to make the 
assumption that every n-tuple of positive real numbers is attainable as the 
vector [fr(a), . . . . f,(a)] for some a in A. This assumption, which we shall 
call the covering assumption for u, is implicit in Fleming and Wallace [9]. 
It follows from the covering assumption that u can be thought of as a func- 
tion with domain the set rW: of n-tuples of positive real numbers. We are 
also assuming that the range of u is contained in [w + . Under these assump- 
tions, we call u a relative merging function or RM function for short. 
At this point, it is useful to introduce several notational conventions. We 
shall use a boldface letter like x to stand for a vector. Multiplication and 
division of vectors will be pointwise. Thus, if x = (x,, . . . . x,) and 
Y = (Y, 9 ‘.., Y,), XY = (x1 Y, 1 ..., x,y,) and x/y = (x,/y,, . . . . x,/y,). If Y is a 
scalar and x is a vector, then YX denotes the vector (rx,, . . . . rx,). When a 
nonboldface letter like r is used for a vector, it will be taken to mean the 
vector (r, r, . . . . r). Thus, 1 is the vector (1, 1, . . . . 1). If x E W:, G(x) will 
denote the geometric mean [ny=, xi] ‘jn. Taking advantage of our notation 
for the quotient, we will find it useful to write 
u(a/x) = 24 ($> . . . . f$. 
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Treating matters more generally than we have so far, one can consider 
even the normalization procedure as subject to derivation, and so consider 
a function u so that the merged score of a relative to I is given by 
4.h (a), “.3 L(a), .fl (-y), “‘3 J;,(.y)l. (3) 
The domain of u is some subset of iwy and, for convenience, we assume 
that u > 0. Again, it is useful to assume that every 2n-tuple of positive reals 
is attainable as the vector [f,(a), . . . . ,f;, (a), fi (x), . . . . f,(~)] for some 
a, x E A. This assumption is called the covering ussumption for L’. Under 
these assumptions, we call u a generalized relative merging function or 
GRM jkzction for short. We shall use the notation 
v(a; x) = tl(a,, . . . . a,,, x,, . . . . x,,). (4) 
Thus, in our motivating example, 
u(a; x) = u(a/x). (5) 
It makes sense to ask that conclusions drawn from merging relative 
scores be invariant under change of the alternative (or year) used as the 
basis for the normalization. (The notion of invariance has a long history in 
the literature of science, playing a role in geometry, in phyics, etc. (Cf. the 
discussion in Falmagne and Narens [S].) It is closely related to the 
concept of meaningfulness in measurement theory, which has played an 
important role in the theory of merging functions in the work of Aczel 
and Roberts [4], Aczel, Roberts, and Rosenbaum, [S] and Roberts 
and Rosenbaum [16]. See Falmagne and Narens [8], Lute et al. [ 13, 
Chap. 211, and Roberts [IS] for background on the theory of meaning- 
fulness.) 
Perhaps the most fundamental conclusion we would like to draw using 
the merged score u or u is that one alternative scores higher (one year has 
a higher price index) than another. If this conclusion holds true when we 
normalize with respect to x, we want it to hold true when we normalize 
with respect to y. Hence, the following condition should hold: 
Ordinal Invariance. For all a, b, x, y E R:, 
v(a; x) > u(b; x) +-+ u(a; y) > u(b; y). (6) 
Ordinal invariance for u is defined by substituting u for r and replacing ; 
by / in (6). Note that without the covering assumption, ordinal invariance 
would have to be defined in terms of the expression given by Eq. (3) or 
Eq. (1). If u,,., and u,,. represent these two expressions, then (6) would 
have to be replaced by the same expression using v,, 1 or u,, T. (Note the dif- 
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ferent role of a and a, x and x, in these expressions.) A more symmetric 
concept of ordinal invariance would be given by requiring both the condi- 
tion (6) and the condition 
u(a; x) > u(a; y) t* o(b; x) > v(b; y), (7) 
or a similar expression in terms of u and / in place of u and ;. (In terms of 
the applications we have considered, we may not want to require (7).) If 
the covering assumption holds, then (7) with u and / follows from (6) with 
u and i. For 
44x) > 4aiu) + uC(alxW 1> MWll 
--t ~NUxYWb)l~ ~CWuVW)l 
--f uCWYl1 > uCWyYl1 
-+ Wx) > O/y). 
However, (6) does not imply (7) without the covering assumption, in 
which case we use u, .~ , in place of u(a/x). The reason for this is that 
fr(a)/fi(x) is not necessarily equal tof, (b) for some 6. To give an example, 
let A = {a, 6, c}, let X = (fi (x), . . . . f,,(x)), and take 
ua,< = 10, U,J = 20, Ma,,- = 30, 
uh,a = 5, U&h = 10, uh,, = 20, 
u,,, = 3, u,,h = 1, UCIF = 10. 
Then it is easy to show that (6) with u holds. However, u,, > u,,~, while 
uh,u < uh,b. 
Note also that (6) does not imply (7) for u, even with the covering 
assumption, unless we assume that o(a; x) always equals o(a/x; l), which of 
course follows from (5). For instance, if n Z 2 and u(a; x) = alx, + x2, then 
it is easy to verify that (6) holds; however, (7) fails with a, = 2, b, = 3, 
x1=4, x*=200,y,=100, y,=l. 
We shall not make (7) part of the definition of ordinal invariance for u, 
nor shall we assume an analogous condition in our other invariance 
concepts to be defined below. Investigation of appropriately modified 
invariance concepts will be left for another time. 
Another invariance condition for u which would be worth investigating 
is the condition 
u(a; x) = u(b; x) +-+ u(a; y) = u(b; y), (8) 
which might be called equality invariance. Equality invariance for u follows 
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readily from ordinal invariance for u, but does not imply it. A similar con- 
dition for u is also of interest. We shall not investigate these conditions here 
except to make a few minor remarks about them. 
In dealing with merged scores, another conclusion we might wish to 
draw is that one system performs 2 times as well as another one (one year 
had a price index !I times as high as another year). If we wish to draw this 
conclusion, we also wish it to be invariant under change of basis of the 
normalization. Hence, we wish the following to hold: 
Ratio Invariance. For all r > 0 and a, b, x, y E IX:, 
v(a; x) = cw(b; x) ++ v(a; y) = crv(b; y). 
Ratio invariance for u is defined similarly. 
Sometimes we wish to make more complicated comparisons, for instance 
comparing intervals. If we want conclusions from such comparisons to be 
invariant under change of basis for the normalization, then we wish the 
following to hold: 
Ordinal Interval Invariance. For all a, b, c, d, x, y E RI, 
u(a; x) - v(b; x) > u(c; x) - u(d; x) 
++ v(a; y) - v(b; y) > v(c; y) - v(d; y). 
Ordinal interval invariance for u is defined similarly. Both conditions have 
an equality variant, with > replaced by =, which might be called equality 
interval invariance and might be worth investigating in the future. 
A variation on ordinal interval invariance is the following condition: 
Ratio Interval Invariance. Ordinal invariance holds and for all CI > 0 
and all a, b, c, d, x, y E iw: , 
v(a; x) - u(b; x) = cr[v(c; x) - v(d; x)] 
-v(a;y)-~(b;y)=aCu(c;~)-v(d;y)l. (9) 
Ratio interval invariance for u is defined similarly. Note that we have 
included ordinal invariance in the definition of ratio interval invariance 
because we feel that this is a minimal type of invariance and should follow 
from the other invariance conditions. Unfortunately, condition (9) alone 
does not imply ordinal invariance. To see why, define v as follows: 
v(2;1)=2, v(a; l)=l for a#2; and for x#l, v(2;x)=l, v(a;x)=2 for 
a #2. Then it is straightforward to check that (9) holds while ordinal 
invariance fails. It is an area for future reserach to investigate the 
invariance condition defined just by (9). 
In this paper, we shall ask what merging functions satisfy the different 
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invariance conditions. We shall show that for RM functions, under one 
additional assumption called agreement, he different invariance conditions 
are all equivalent. We shall then be able to characterize those RM func- 
tions satisfying the various invariance conditions under the assumption of 
agreement. If in addition to agreement we assume that the RM function is 
symmetric, we shall show that all these invariance conditions are equiva- 
lent to u being the geometric mean. Similar results will be obtained for 
GRM functions. We shall show that under one additional assumption 
called linear homogeneity (with respect to the first vector), the different 
invariance conditions are all equivalent. We shall characterize the invariant 
GRM functions under linear homogeneity and another assumption called 
homogeneity of degree minus one (with respect o the second vector). Then 
we shall characterize some classes of invariant functions, those satisfying 
the assumption called generalized multiplicativity as well as possibly some 
other conditions. In particular, we shall show that the assumptions of 
generalized multiplicativity, proportionality, and symmetry are equivalent 
to the GRM function being the geometric mean of the ratios. We shall also 
discuss the problem of characterizing RM and GRM functions which 
satisfy a given invariance property if we do not assume anything else like 
agreement, and we shall present a characterization of the ratio invariant 
RM functions. 
2. RESULTS FOR RM FUNCTIONS 
We begin our discussion of RM functions by defining the agreement and 
symmetry conditions and several other conditions which are either studied 
in the paper by Fleming and Wallace [9] or suggested by the discussion 
there. In particular Fleming and Wallace consider the following conditions 
for a function U: KY: -+ [w + : 
Agreement. 24(x, x, . . . . x) = x for all x E [w + 
(Note that by our notational conventions, this axiom could be restated as 
u(x) =x.) 
Symmetry. For all x E KY+ and all permutations c of { 1, . . . . n>, 
u(x) = 4-%(I)~ ...Y X,(n)). 
Multiplicatiuity. u(xy) = u(x)u(y) for all x, y E UX’;. 
Symmetry as defined above is equivalent to the assumption that for all i <j, 
U(X) = U(XI 9 ...) Xj- 1) Xj, Xi+ 1) ...) Xi-- 1) Xj, Xi+ 1) ...) X,). 
It is clear from the disccusion that Fleming and Wallace also want u to 
satisfy the following condition: 
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Circularify. u(x/y)u(y/z) = u(x/z) for all x, y, z E iw’: 
The term circularity is due to Eichhorn [7]. 
One other condition about RM functions which will be of use here is the 
following: 
Generalized Multiplicativity. There is a function R: rW: + [w, such that 
u(xy)=R(x)u(~) 
for all x, y E lK!lr, 
This condition is called multiplicativity by Eichhorn [7] in connection 
with his discussion of “price levels.” 
We shall show that for RM functions, multiplicativity and circularity are 
equivalent, both imply generalized multiplicativity, and this in turn implies 
the various invariance conditions; moreover, under agreement, he various 
invariance conditions are equivalent and are all equivalent to the condi- 
tions of multiplicativity, circularity, or generalized multiplicativity. 
THEOREM 1. If u is an RM ,finction, then circularity c-t multi- 
plicativity + generalized multiplicativity -+ ratio invariance + ratio interval 
invariance + ordinal interval invariance + ordinal invariance. 
Proof Multiplicativity + circularity : 
U(XlY)U(YlZ) = 4XYlYZ) 
= u( x/z). 
Circularity -+ multiplicativity : 
U(X)U(Y) = 4x/l 14 Ml/Y)1 
= 4XAllY)l 
= u( xy). 
Multiplicativity -+ generalized multiplicativity : Let R(x) = u(x). 
Generalized multiplicativity -+ ratio invariance : Suppose 
u(a/x) = cru(b/x). 
By our notational conventions, R(a/x) abbreviates R(a,/x,, . . . . a,/x,). It 
follows since R>O that 
RCl/(~/x)l4alx) = ~RCMy/x)lWx)~ 
so 
da/y) = Mb/y). 
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Ratio invariance + ratio interval invariance: Suppose 
u(a/x) - u(b/x) = ct[u(c/x) - u(d/x)], 
a > 0. There are y > 0 and fl> 0 so that 
da/x) = vWx), u(c/x) = jh(d/x). 
(10) 
(11) 
By ratio invariance, 
4aly) = w(bly), U(C/Y I= Bu(d/u). (12) 
Substituting (11) into (lo), we have 
(y- l)u(b/x)=c@- l)u(d/x). (13) 
If y = 1, then (13) implies that p = 1, since u(d/x) # 0 and a # 0. Hence, 
by (12), 
da/y) - O/y) = aCu(cly) - 4dly)l, (14) 
since both the left hand side and the right hand side of (14) are 0. If y # 1, 
we still get (14). For by (13), 
a(B-1) u(b/x) = ~ 
Y-1 
u(d/x). 
Since u > 0, y # 1, and a > 0, (13) implies that /3 # 1 and therefore 
a(/3 - l)/(y - 1) > 0. By ratio invariance, 
u(b/y) = 9 u(d,y). 
From this and (12), we again obtain (14). This proves condition (9) of 
ratio interval invariance. It remains to prove ordinal invariance. If 
u(a/x) > u(b/x), then there is a > 1 so that u(a/x) = au(b/x). It follows from 
ratio invariance that u(a/y) = au(b/y) and therefore u(a/y) > u(b/y). 
Ratio interval invariance + ordinal interval invariance: Suppose 
u(a/x) - u(b/x) > u(c/x) - u(d/x). (15) 
We consider live cases. 
Case 1. Both sides of (1.5) are positive. In this case, there is a > 1 so 
that (10) holds. Then by ratio interval invariance, 
40) - 4bly) = aC4cly) - 4dly)l. 
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Hence. 
da/y) - WY) > U(C/Y I- 449 1 (16) 
since r > 1 and both sides of the inequality (16) remain positive due to 
ordinal invariance, which is part of the assumption of ratio interval 
invariance. 
Case 2. Both sides of (15) are negative. In this case, (15) is equivalent 
to 
u(b/x) - u(a/x) < u(d/x) - u(c/x). 
It follows by Case 1 that 
G/y) - 4aly) < u(W) - u(c/Y), 
and hence (16) holds. 
Case 3. The left side of (15) is positive and the right side of (15) is 
negative. By ordinal invariance, the left side of (16) is positive and the 
right side of (16) is negative, and so (16) holds. 
Case 4. The left side of (15) is positive and the right side of (15) is 
zero. By ordinal invariance, the left side of (16) is positive and the right 
side of (16) is zero, so (16) holds. 
Case 5. The left side of (15) is zero and the right side of (15) is 
negatioe. This case is similar to Case 4. 
Ordinal interval invariance + ordinal invariance: Suppose 
u(a/x) > u(b/x). 
Then 
u(a/x) - u(x/x) > u(b/x) - u(x/x). 
From this, ordinal interval invariance implies that 
u(a/y) - 4x/y 1’ u(bly) - 4x/~), 
so 
4aly) > WY). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. It should be remarked that the identical proof with v 
replacing u and ; replacing / shows that for GRM functions, ratio 
invariance -+ ratio interval invariance -+ ordinal interval invariance + 
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ordinal invariance. It should also be remarked that these same three 
implications hold for both RM and GRM functions without the covering 
assumptions if the invariance conditions are defined using u,,, given by 
Eq. ( 1) and u,,, given by Eq. (3). (See the discussion after the definition of 
ordinal invariance.) The proofs are the same. 
THEOREM 2. Zf u is an RM function which satisfies agreement, then the 
conditions of circularity, multiplicativity, generalized multiplicativity, ratio 
invariance, ratio interval invariance, ordinal interval invariance, and ordinal 
invariance are all equivalent. 
Proof: By Theorem 1, it suffices to show that ordinal invariance implies 
multiplicativity. Suppose ordinal invariance holds. Hence, 
u(a/x) = u(b/x) ++ u(a/y) = u(b/y). (17) 
(We previously called this condition equality invariance.) Let s = 
u(s, 3 ..., s,,) = U(S). By agreement, 
u(s) = u(s). 
Hence, by (17) with xi = 1, yi = l/ri, all i, we have 
U(B) = u(rs). (18) 
In particular if all ri = r, then by (18) and agreement, we have 
u(rs) = u(rs) = rs. 
By the definition of s, it follows that for all r > 0, 
u(rs) = ru(s). (19) 
Condition (19) for all r > 0 is called linear homogeneity. By linear 
homogeneity, the right hand side of (18) is given by su(r), so we have 
u(rs) = m(r) = u(s)u(r), 
which proves multiplicativity. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The proof uses only equality invariance, and hence actually 
proves that under agreement, equality invariance is also equivalent to the 
other conditions in the theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. Under the ugreement rtssumption, the ordinally invuriclnt 
RM,finctions u ure given exact1.v by the ,function.s 
u(x) = G(x) fi M, 
;= I 
(20) 
where G(x) is the geometric mean qf x and M, > 0 and satisfies 
M,(X,Y,) = M,(Xi)M,(YI)> (21) 
i= 1, . . . . n. Under agreement, the ratio invariant, ratio interval invariant, und 
ordinally interval invariant RM,functions are given by this same expression. 
Proof: By Theorem 2, under agreement, ordinal invariance implies 
generalized multiplicativity. The functional equation defining generalized 
multiplicativity is the Case 4 functional equation of Aczel and Roberts [4]. 
These authors show that the solutions u to this equation under agreement 
are exactly as given in the theorem. Finally, it is easy to see that the 
functions given by (20) and (21) are indeed agreeing and satisfy ratio 
invariance and hence all four of the invariance conditions. Q.E.D. 
It is sometimes useful to add some sort of assumption of regularity about 
the function u. Many authors, for instance Lute [ 11, 121 and Osborne 
[14] assume continuity. However, following Aczel, Roberts, and Rosen- 
baum [S], we shall make a weaker assumption and say that u is regular 
if it is bounded on some (arbitrarily small, open) n-dimensional interval. 
Remark. Under the agreement assumption, the ordinally invariant RM 
functions u are also given exactly by the functions 
u(x)= ii M,(x,), 
,=I 
where Mi > 0, Mj satisfies (21), and also fl Mi(r) = r for all r > 0. This is 
because under agreement, ordinal invariance implies multiplicativity, and 
by multiplicativity, 
u(x)=u(xI, 1, . ..) 1)24(1,x,, 1, . ..) l)...u(l, 1, . ..) 1,x,). 
Now define Mi(x,) = u( 1, . . . . 1, xi, 1, . . . . 1) and note that agreement implies 
that n M,(r) = r. 
THEOREM 4. Under agreement and regularity, the ordinally invariant RM 
functions are given exactly by the functions 
u(x)= fi x:“, (22) 
,=I 
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where ci are arbitrary constants with C c, = 1. Under agreement and 
regularity, the ratio invariant, ratio interval invariant, and ordinally interval 
invariant RM functions are given by exactly the same expression (22). 
Proof The proof is the same as that of Theorem 3. Equation (22) gives 
the AczCl and Roberts Case 4 solution under agreement and regularity. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. Under the agreement and symmetry assumptions, the only 
ordinally invariant, ratio invariant, ratio interval invariant, or ordinally inter- 
val invariant RM function is the geometric mean, which satisfies all of these 
invariance conditions. 
Proof The proof is again the same as that of Theorem 3. The only 
agreeing, symmetric solution in AczCl and Roberts in Case 4 is the 
geometric mean. (This also follows from the observation of [9] that for an 
RM function, agreement, symmetry and multiplicativity are equivalent to 
the function being the geometric mean.) Q.E.D. 
While Theorems 3-5 describe the RM functions satisfying the various 
invariance conditions, they do it under some extra assumptions. It would 
be useful to have a characterization of functions satisfying these conditions 
without such extra assumptions. We present such a characterization for 
ratio invariant RM functions. 
THEOREM 6. The ratio invariant RM functions u are exactly the func- 
tions of the form 
u(x) = a n M,(x,), 
i= I 
(23) 
where a > 0, Mi > 0, and Mj satisfies (21). 
Proof Given r > 0, suppose 
u(rx) 
-=a 
u(x) . 
Since u > 0, we have c( > 0. By ratio invariance, (24) implies that 
u(r) 
u(l)=cl. 
(24) 
(25) 
Hence, by (24) and (25), 
u(rx) =$ u(x), 
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SO 
u(rx)= R(r)u(x), (26) 
R(r) > 0. Equation (26) is studied by Aczel, Roberts, and Rosenbaum [S]. 
(It is their Case 2.) They prove that the general solution U: &!: -+ iw , is 
given by 
U(X)=M,(x,)f, (z ,...1 Z)> 
f, >O arbitrary, M, >O, M, satisfying (21). If n = 1, f, is a positive 
constant. Now using ratio invariance and (27), we obtain 
Taking all xi= 1, y, = l/r, and yi= 1, j# 1, and letting c,=a,/a, and 
h, = b, for all i, we find that 
M,(a,)f,(c,, ..‘> C,,)=YM,(h,)f,(l,"', 1) 
- M,(ra, ).f,(rc,, . . . . rc,,) = ?lM,(rh,),f,(r, . . . . r). 
Hence, since M, >O and M,(ra,) = M,(r)M,(a,) and M,(rh,) = 
M,(r)M,(h,), we have 
f,h 
.f, (r, . . . . t-1 
2, '..? r(.n)="f,(l, .,,) 1) f,(c,, ".3 c,,) 
or 
fi(rcz, . . . . rc,)=S(r)f,(c2,..., c,), C-28) 
S(r) > 0. This is just like Eq. (26). Applying Aczel, Roberts, and Rosen- 
baum [S] again, we find that 
(29) 
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fi > 0 arbitrary, M, > 0, M, satisfying (21). By (27) and (29), 
u(x) = M,(x,)M* 0 ( z f* 2, . . ..$ 
=M,(x,)M, (z)f2(;,...>;) 2 
Jff,(x,) 
= m MZ(Xdf2 $7 ..‘> : . 
2 I ( ) 2 
By redefining M,(x) as M,(x)/M2(x), which still is positive and satisfies 
(21) we have 
U(x)=MI(XIIMI(X2)I;(~,...,~), (30) 
fi > 0 arbitrary, Mi > 0, and Mi satisfying (21). By repeating the argument, 
we find that 
fi,- , > 0 arbitrary, M, > 0, and Mi satisfying (21). By using ratio invariance 
again, we conclude that 
f,- I(rx) = S(r)f+ ,(x1, 
S(r) > 0. This is again Eq. (28), but now there is only one variable, and so 
by Acztl, Roberts, and Rosenbaum [S], 
fn - 1 (x) = aM, (xl, (32) 
a > 0 constant, M, > 0, M, satisfying (21). Substituting (32) in (31) and 
redefining M,- 1(x) as M,- ,(x)/M,(x), we get (23). 
Finally, it is easy to check that all functions (23) are ratio invariant. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Under regularity, the ratio invariant RM functions u are 
exactly the functions of the form 
u(x)=a i x:“, 
i= I 
where a > 0 and ci are arbitrary constants. 
Proof: By Aczel [ 11, Mi(x) = xL” is the regular solution to (21). Q.E.D. 
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3. RESULTS FOR GRM FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we develop results for GRM functions analogous to those 
about RM functions obtained in Section 2. We shall study GRM functions 
under several special assumptions. Some of the conditions are introduced 
by Eichhorn [7] in connection with price indices. The assumptions of 
interest to us here are as follows: 
Identity. For all x E iw”+, u(x; x) = 1. 
Proportionality. For all r > 0 and x E IL!: , z;(rx; x) = r. 
The term proportionality is due to Eichhorn [7]. Note that for RM 
functions, proportionality reduces to agreement. 
Linear Homogeneity (with Respect to the First Vector). For all r =s 0 
and a, x E IX’:, 
o(ra; x) = ru(a; x). 
Homogeneity of Degree Minus One (with Respect to the Second Vector). 
For all r>O and a,xciW’:, 
v(a; rx) =! u(a; x). 
r 
Multiplicativity. For all r, s, a, x E lQ,l, , 
v(ra; sx) = o(r; s)u(a; x). 
Generalized Multiplicativity. There is a function R: rWT + [w, SO that 
for all r, s, a, x E rW:, 
u(ra; sx) = R(r; s)u(a; x), 
where R(r; s) = R(r,, . . . . r,,, s,, . . . . s,,) 
In the context of price indices, generalized multiplicativity is called 
multiplicativity by Eichhorn. 
Circularity. For all x, y, z E LFk’;, 
u(x; y)v(y; z) = u(x; 2). 
Symmetry. For all x, y E rW; and permutations c of { 1, . . . . n}, 
0(x; Y) = 4%(,)~ “‘> X,(,,), Y,,, )3 “‘1 Yn,,,,). 
THEOREM 7. If v is a GRM ,function, then multiplicativity -+ generalized 
multiplicativity + ratio invariance -+ ratio interval invariance + ordinal inter- 
val invariance + ordinal invariance. 
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Proof: We have already observed in the Remarks after the proof of 
Theorem 1 that the last three implications hold. The first implication is tri- 
vial and the second follows by the same proof as in Theorem 1, with u(a; x) 
replacing #(a/x) and R(a; x) replacing R(a/x). Q.E.D. 
It should be noted, in comparing Theorems 1 and 7, that there is no 
reason to think that circularity and multiplicativity are related. (The 
proofs of equivalence given in Theorem 1 depend on relationships like 
u(x/y) = u[(x/y)/l], which do not necessarily hold for v.) It is easy to show 
by example that neither circularity nor multiplicativity implies the other. If 
n 2 2, let 
a1 +a2 v(a; x) =---- 
x1 +x2’ 
Then v satisfies circularity but not multiplicativity. For arbitrary n, let 
v(a; x) = anxl. Then v satisfies multiplicativity but not circularity. 
THEOREM 8’. If v is a GRM function which satisfies linear homogeneity 
(with respect to the first vector), then the conditions of ratio invariance, ratio 
interval invariance, ordinal interval invariance, and ordinal invariance are all 
equivalent. 
ProoJ By Theorem 7, it suffices to show that under linear homogeneity, 
ordinal invariance implies ratio invariance. To demonstrate ratio 
invariance, suppose u(a; x) = au(b; x). Then by linear homogeneity, 
By ordinal invariance, 
Finally, 
v(a; x) = v(ab; x). 
v(a; y) = v(ab; y). 
v(a; Y) = av(b; Y) 
follows by linear homogeneity. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The proof uses only what we have called equality invariance 
and so we have shown that under linear homogeneity (with respect o the 
first vector), equality invariance is equivalent to the other invariance condi- 
tions. 
’ The author thanks J&OS Aczel for the observation that an additional hypothesis of iden- 
tity is not needed for this theorem and for showing him this simple proof. 
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THEOREM 9. Under lineur homogeneity (w*ith respect to the ,ji:rst vector) 
and homogeneity of degree minus one (with respect to the second vector), the 
ordinally invariant GRM ,functions v ure given exuctly by* the ,functions 
aja;x)=G(aix)f.(&a) x(&x), 
where G is the geometric mean2 and f und g are arbitrary positive functions. 
Under linear homogeneity (with respect to the first vector) and homogeneity% 
of degree minus one (with respect to the second vector), the ratio invariant, 
ratio interval invariant, and ordinally interval invariant GRM jimctions are 
given by this same equation. 
ProqfY By Theorem 8, it suffices to assume linear homogeneity (with 
respect to the first vector), homogeneity of degree minus one (with respect 
to the second vector), and ratio invariance. Suppose v(a; 1) = r. By linear 
homogeneity (with respect to the first vector), v(r; 1) = rv( 1; 1). Thus, 
1 
v(a; 1) = - 
41; 1) 
v(r; 1). 
By ratio invariance, 
1 
v(a; x) = ~ v(r; x) 
v(l; 1) 
1 
=-rv(1; x) 
41; 1) 
1 
=-v(a; l)o(l;x). 
41; 1) 
Hence, 
v(a; x) = cv(a; l)v( 1; x), (34) 
c > 0. Let u(a) = cv(a; 1). Since u satisfies linear homogeneity (with respect 
to the first vector), u is a linearly homogeneous RM function (in the sense 
of Eq. (19)). Linear homogeneity of u is a special case of the Case 2 func- 
tional equation in AczCl and Roberts [4]. In that paper, it is shown that 
the linearly homogeneous solutions to the Case 2 functional equation are 
given by 
(35) 
‘G can be replaced by any fixed, positive, linearly homogeneous, multiplicative function. 
(Here, linear homogeneity is in the sense of Eq. (19).) 
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where G is the geometric mean or any fixed, positive, linearly homogeneous 
function, andfis an arbitrary positive function. Let u’(x) = V( 1; l/x). Then, 
since u satisfies homogeneity of degree minus one (with respect to the 
second vector), u’(x) is again a linearly homogeneous RM function. Thus, 
again using the Acztl and Roberts Case 2 result, we have 
u’(x) = G(x) h (36) 
where h is an arbitrary positive function. By (34) (35), and (36) 
u(a; x) = u(a)u’ 
0 
i 
X 
which gives (33) if we take g(y) = h(l/y) and use the fact that G is 
multiplicative. 
Conversely, it is straightforward to show that (33) satisfies linear 
homogeneity (with respect to the first vector), homogeneity of degree 
minus one (with respect to the second vector), ratio invariance, and 
(therefore) all the invariance conditions. Q.E.D. 
The next few theorems give some classes of invariant GRM functions, 
namely those satisfying generalized multiplicativity together with (possibly) 
some additional conditions. 
THEOREM 10. The generalized multiplicative GRM functions are given 
exactly by the functions 
$a; x) = c fi M,(a,) fi ,ii, (xi), 
i= I i=l 
(37) 
where c > 0, Mi > 0, k, > 0, and Mi and &lj both satisfy (21). 
ProoJ: The shortest proof that (37) holds is to observe that generalized 
multiplicativity is Case 4 of Aczel, Roberts, and Rosenbaum [5], and (37) 
is their Case 4 solution. An alternative proof, to which we refer below, goes 
as follows. By generalized multiplicativity with a = x = 1, 
o(r; s) = cR(r; s), 
where c = u( 1; 1) > 0. Thus, by generalized multiplicativity, 
cR(r; s)R(a; x) = R(r; s)u(a; x) = v(ra; sx) = cR(ra; sx), 
(38) 
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and we conclude that 
R(ra; sx) = R(r; s)R(a; x). (39) 
Taking a = s = 1 in (39) we have 
R(r; x) = R(r; l)R(l; x) = M(r) k(x), 
where M and ti are multiplicative RM functions. By (38), 
u(a; x) = cM(a)R(x). 
Equation (37) now follows from Theorems 1 and 6.” 
(40) 
Conversely, generalized multiplicativity follows easily from (37). Q.E.D. 
The reader should contrast Theorem 10 (and Theorems 11, 12, 13, and 
14 below) with Theorem 3 and the Remark following Theorem 3. A natural 
idea would be to try to replace the assumption of generalized multi- 
plicativity by an invariance assumption, say ratio invariance, to define u(x) 
by u(x; l), and to try to use Theorem 6 as was done in the proof of 
Theorem 10. Unfortunately, ratio invariance of v does not imply ratio 
invariance of u, even when the hypotheses of identity, proportionality, 
linear homogeneity (with respect o the first vector), homogeneity of degree 
minus one (with respect o the second vector), symmetry, and regularity all 
hold. To see why, let u(a; x)= max a,/max xi. It is easy to see that P 
satisfies identity, proportionality, linear homogeneity, homogeneity of 
degree minus one, symmetry, regularity, and ratio invariance. However, 
u(a/x) = u(a/x; 1) = max(u,/,u,) and this function violates even ordinal 
invariance with a = (4, 1, . . . . l), b = (2, 3, . . . . 3) x = (1, 2, . . . . 2), and 
y = (4, l/2, . ..) l/2). 
THEOREM 11. Under generalized multiplicativity and identity, the GRM 
functions are given exactly by the functions 
v(a; x) = fi Mj(a,/x,), 
z=I 
(41) 
where M, > 0 and Mi satisfies (21). 
Prooj14 By (37) and identity, we have circularity, since 
0(x; y)v(y; z) = u(x; z)o(y; y) = u(x; z). 
3 The author thanks J&nos A&l for pointing out that Eq. (40) holds and for providing this 
proof of (40). 
4 The author thanks Jgnos A&l for the idea for this proof. 
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Thus, by circularity, (37) and (21), 
u(a; 1) o(a; x) = - 
4% 1) 
= n Ml (ai/x,), 
giving us (41). 
Conversely, if u satisfies (41), it is easily seen to satisfy identity and 
generalized multiplicativity. Indeed, it also satisfies multiplicativity. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. For GRM functions, generalized multiplicativity and iden- 
tity together imply circularity and multiplicativity. 
Proof. Both conclusions are corollaries of the proof. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 12.5 Under generalized multiplicativity and proportionality, the 
GRM functions are given exactly by the,functions 
da; x) = G(a/x) fi MiCG(x/a)a,/xil, 
,=I 
(42) 
where Mi > 0 and satisfies (21). 
Proof. Proportionality implies identity. Thus, by the previous 
Corollary, circularity holds. Let u(a) = v(a; 1). By generalized multi- 
plicativity and proportionality for u, we easily deduce generalized multi- 
plicativity and agreement for u. Thus, by circularity and Theorem 3, 
u(a) v(a; x) = - 
u(x) 
n 
= @a/x) fl MiCG(xla)aJxil, 
i= 1 
which gives (42). Conversely, (42) implies generalized multiplicativity and 
proportionality. Indeed, it implies multiplicativity. Q.E.D. 
5The author thanks J&nos AczCl for pointing out that proportionality can replace the 
assumptions of linear homogeneity (with respect to the first vector) and identity which he 
included in earlier versions of this theorem, and for the idea for this proof. 
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Remark. Under generalized multiplicativity and proportionality, the 
GRM functions are also given exactly by Eq. (41) where M, > 0, M, 
satisfies (21), and M, also satisfies the additional condition n M,(r) = r. 
This follows directly from Theorem 11, using the observation that propor- 
tionality implies identity. (Compare the Remark after Theorem 3.) 
THEOREM 13. Under generalized multiplicativity, proportionality, and 
svmmetry, the only GRM,function is the geometric mean of the ratios 
v(a; x) = G(a/x) 
Proof. By the Remark after Theorem 12, (41) holds and 
n M,(r) = r. 
By symmetry, M,(r) = r’!“. Thus, (41) implies that 
v(a; x) = n (ai/xi)1#‘7 = G(a/x). 
Conversely, it is easy to show that this function satisfies generalized 
multiplicativity, proportionality, and symmetry. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 14. Under generalized multiplicativity, identity, and regularity, 
the GRM,functions are given exactly by) the functions 
v(a; x) = fj (a,/x,)“, 
I=’ 
(43 1 
where c, are arbitrary constants. !f in addition the function satisfies propor- 
tionality, then x c, = 1. 
Proof Use (41) from Theorem 11. By regularity, it is well known 
(Aczel [ 11) that Eq. (21) implies that M;(r) = r(‘l, so (43) follows. Conver- 
sely, functions satisfying (43) satisfy generalized multiplicativity, identity, 
and regularity. 
If proportionality holds, then (43) implies that &‘I = r, which implies 
that C c, = 1. Conversely, this condition and (43) imply proportionality. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 14 should be compared with Theorem 8.2.14 of Eichhorn [7], 
where the same conclusion is drawn but a stronger regularity assumption 
replaces our regularity and also linear homogeneity (with respect to the 
first vector), which implies proportionality, is assumed. Eichhorn’s 
regularity assumption is monotonicity, which is defined for v as follows: 
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Monotoniciry. If ai> hi for all i and ai> bi for some i, then 
u(a; x) > u(b; x). If xi>yi for all i and x,>yi for some i, then 
o(a; x) < o(a; y). 
Monotonicity allows Eichhorn to make one slightly stronger conclusion 
than in our Theorem 14, namely that the exponents ci are positive. 
4. CLOSING REMARKS 
In closing, we remark that this paper shows that the possible invariant 
relative merging functions and generalized relative merging functions are 
really quite limited, especially if we make a number of relatively simple 
assumptions uch as agreement and symmetry in the case of RM functions 
and generalized multiplicativity, proportionality, and symmetry in the case 
of GRM functions. 
The paper leaves a number of open questions. Chief among these are the 
questions of how to characterize the ratio interval invariant, the ordinally 
interval invariant, and the ordinally invariant RM functions, and all four 
of the different invariant GRM functions. Other questions involve the 
investigation of the invariance concepts obtained by assuming (7) (or its 
analogues) in addition to (6) (or its analogues); or assuming (8) (or its 
analogues) instead of (6) (or its analogues); or assuming (9) alone without 
ordinal invariance. Finally, the invariance concepts should be investigated 
without the covering assumptions. 
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